CPS Breeding Certificate by Natural Service

To be used ONLY for litters conceived by natural service from a boar not owned by the owner of the gilt/sow at time of conception.

**BREED (check one)**
- [ ] Chester White
- [ ] Hereford
- [ ] Poland China
- [ ] Spotted

*This certifies that the gilt or sow listed below was naturally serviced on the date provided to the boar listed below.*

**GILT/SOW’S NAME**

*(Complete gilt or sow’s name as it appears on the gilt or sow’s registration paper.)*

**GILT/SOW’S REGISTRATION NUMBER**

**NAME OF OWNER OF GILT/SOW**

**DATE GILT/SOW BRED (Month, Day, Year)**

**REGISTRATION NUMBER OF BOAR**

**OWNER NUMBER OF BOAR OWNER**

**SIGNATURE OF OWNER OF SERVICE SIRE**

*I hereby certify that the above information is true and correct to the best of my knowledge. This is a legal document of CPS.*
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